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TRANSFORM your conservatory
Transforming conservatories into
modern all year round family living
spaces.
The SupaLite Roof System has been
designed to be installed as a retro fit
onto existing conservatory window
frames, converting your conservatory
into a usable all year round sun-porch.
We can build you a new sun-porch from
scratch should you require us to provide
this complete service.
If you have an existing conservatory,
you will probably agree that it is too hot
in summer and very cold in the winter.
By installing a SupaLite Roof, with an
Incredible U-Value of just 0.18, you
will never experience these extreme
temperature changes ever again!

INCREDIBLE U-Value of 0.18 that meets current
building regulation requirements;
LIGHTWEIGHT Aluminium structural core designed to
take the stress away from existing frames;

WIDE CHOICE of tile and slate colours, tried & tested
giving you total peace of mind in extreme weather;
10 YEAR GUARANTEE on SupaLite Roof components
with a life expectancy of 60 years on ExtraLight tiles.

5 reasons to choose a TILED ROOF
1. Will retain warmth in the winter months;
2. Will keep your conservatory incredibly cool on
hot days, even in direct sunlight;

3. Will eliminate any leaks experienced with
lightweight polycarbonate roofs;

4. Will eliminate noise from rain, wind and wildlife;
5. Will provide you with a safe & cosy space for
use 365 days per year.

ROOF STYLES perfectly designed
Each and every SupaLite roof is individually
surveyed and precision built to order.
Our professional design team assess every order
and are always-on-hand to help and advise on
aesthetics and design. Our roofs are pre-cut and
prepared ready for simple, no hastle install.
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Modern family living, EVOLVED
A thermally efficient aluminium flat roof orangery
combining simplicity, performance and flexibility.
“The ideal modern solution for new build
extensions or Edwardian style conservatories”
A SupaLite Orangery is the most modern and efficient
way for you to enjoy both the indoors and outdoors
whilst retaining light and warmth.
Perfect for retro-fit or new-build, the new orangery
comes with all the outstanding features the industry
has come to expect from SupaLite, aesthetic appeal,
superb technical capabilities, excellent thermal
efficiency and of course with ease of installation.
“The arrival the orangery roof is a natural
progression for us building on the incredible
success of our SupaLite tiled roof range”

ENJOYING THE BEST OF BOTH

THE UNIQUE SUPALITE VAULTED ORANGERY
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Ideal for Extensions or Conservatories
Amazing Insulating Properties
Factory Built for Speed of Installation
Choice of Lantern & Glass Range
Choice of Finished Roof Coverings

Amazing modern
all-year-round LIVING SPACES

Apply your FINISHING TOUCHES
ExtraLight Tiles
The unique ExtraLight high performance textured-finish tile
captures the subtle look and charm of low-profile traditional
shingles.
The exceptional durability eliminates the delaminating, lifting and
general break-down caused by UV rays and high winds whilst
enjoying the superior performance of stone-coated steel.
Our ExtraLight tiles come in a choice of natural weathered tones to
recreate the visual appeal of a clay tiled roof and carefully selected
to match most traditional roofs.
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Tapco Slate
With authentic surfaces and edges, our composite tiles
highlight the handsome character of slate, at the same time
enhancing roof performance through innovative design.
Unlike natural slate, composite tiles won’t break or delaminate
Composite slate gives you the power to evoke both historical
elegance and outstanding modern-day style.
Our slates are created with moulds cast from real slate to capture
genuine peaks, plateaux and curves. Colour-through design and UV
stabilisation ensure “stay-true” richness for traditional colours.

Roof Vents
The well-designed centre pivot allows the sash to be opened in a
range of positions, thus increasing the air drawn into the room.
Our roof windows have a much greater surface area when compared
with similar sized windows made by other manufacturers. As a result
they maximise the amount of natural light in a room. The sash can be
rotated through 180º and locked, allowing easy and safe cleaning.

LED Lighting
The SupaLite roof system provides a choice optional internal
and external LED lighting configurations.
Many customers choose to fit external LED’s into the unique SupaLite
soffit feature, creating an effect that is both functional and aesthetically
pleasing in the evening.

www.supaliteroof.co.uk

